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HCTEC BECOMES INFOR’S FIRST HEALTHCARE-EXCLUSIVE ALLIANCE PARTNER
Healthcare IT consulting firm announces partnership with the dominant ERP software provider to hospitals
BRENTWOOD, TN – HCTec is excited to announce its official participation in the Infor Partner Network (IPN)
Alliance Partner Program supporting enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions. HCTec will provide services
exclusively to the healthcare industry within its ERP consulting practice for the cloud and on-premise applications of
Human Capital Management (HCM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Enterprise Financial Management (EFM),
and Business Intelligence (BI). With an extensive clinical and business application knowledge base, HCTec brings
a unique strategy to the marketplace.
Infor, the dominant provider of ERP solutions to the healthcare industry, created the IPN Alliance Partner Program
to facilitate partnerships that bring thought-leadership, industry knowledge and results-driven solutions to its
customer implementations. The partnership with HCTec strengthens capabilities offered to healthcare
organizations in understanding the impact of ERP on the overall healthcare ecosphere.
“HCTec brings their well-established track record of electronic health record (EHR) implementations for some of the
largest healthcare networks in the country to the ERP space,” said Neil Wilson, vice president of global alliances at
Infor. “The partnership leverages HCTec’s national network of highly-skilled healthcare technology consultants to
help navigate hospitals through the business transformation opportunities presented with Infor’s latest ERP product
suite.”
“Closely listening to our clients’ needs is the hallmark of how HCTec approaches any engagement to enhance
healthcare services and patient care,” adds HCTec’s Founder William Bartholomew. “Our deep subject matter
expertise and certified consultants follow the Infor-developed implementation methodology to rapidly and securely
transform the way our clients approach their strategic investments across the ERP landscape.”
About Infor
Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 16,000 employees and over 90,000
customers in more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress. To learn more, please visit
www.infor.com.
About HCTec
HCTec is a leading provider of healthcare workforce solutions across the full range of clinical and business
applications including ERP, technical services and revenue cycle initiatives to some of the largest healthcare
networks in the U.S. HCTec provides the highly qualified on-demand human capital, strategy and innovative tools
that hospitals need to thrive in an evolving landscape geared to support better patient outcomes. Based in
Brentwood, Tennessee, HCTec is privately owned and operated by health care industry leaders and technology
veterans. To learn more, please visit www.hctec.com/erp.
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